Due to the comparable electron-scattering abilities of carbon and boron, the electrondiffraction structure of the C 2v -symmetric molecule closo-1,2-C 2 B 10 H 12 (1), one of the building blocks of boron cluster chemistry, is not as accurate as it could be. On that basis, we have prepared the known diiodo derivative of (1), 9,12-I 2 -closo-1,2-C 2 B 10 H 10 (2), which has the same point-group symmetry as 1, but where the presence of iodine atoms, with their much greater ability to scatter electrons, ensures much better structural characterization of the C 2 B 10 icosahedral core. Furthermore, the influence on the C 2 B 10 geometry in 2 of the antipodally positioned iodine substituents with respect to both carbon atoms has been examined using the concerted application of gas electron diffraction and quantum-chemical calculations at the MP2 and DFT levels. The experimental and computed molecular geometries are in good overall agreement. Molecular dynamics simulations used to obtain vibrational parameters, which are needed for analyzing the electron diffraction data, have been performed for the first time for this class of compound. According to DFT calculations at the ZORA-SO/BP86 level, the 11 B chemical shifts of the boron atoms to which the iodine substituents are bonded are dominated by spin-orbit coupling. Magnetically-induced currents within 2 have been calculated and compared to those for [B 12 H 12 ] 2-, the latter adopting a regular icosahedral structure with I h point-group symmetry. Similar total current strengths are found but with a certain anisotropy, suggesting that spherical aromaticity is present; electron delocalization in the plane of the hetero atoms in 2 is slightly hindered compared to that for [B 12 H 12 ] 2-, presumably caused by the departure from ideal icosahedral symmetry.
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INTRODUCTION
Polyhedral borane and carbaborane clusters are notable for the presence of delocalized electron-deficient bonding. 1 As there are too few valence electrons for bonding to be described exclusively in terms of 2-center-2-electron (2c-2e) bonds, one characteristic of electron-deficient structures is the aggregation of atoms to form 3-center-2-electron (3c-2e)
bonds, which typically result in the formation of trigonal faces and hypercoordination.
The three-dimensional deltahedral shapes typical of boron and carbaborane clusters are described, with reference to their formal electron counts, 2 by the terms closo, nido, arachno, and hypho. The closo clusters are of particular current interest as they possess especially high thermal and chemical stability. The number of vertices, n, can range from 5 to 12; closo clusters with higher values of n usually contain one or more metal atoms. (point-group symmetry I h ), being the most common and most stable of the series. The replacement of one or more boron atoms at a vertex by atoms of other elements results in the formation of closo heteroboranes. Since a CH unit is isoelectronic with a BH moiety the simplest closo-carbaborane is the monoanionic closo-[CB 11 H 12 ]; 4 it contains a fivecoordinate carbon atom, sometimes referred to as hypercarbon. 5 Replacing two BH groups by two CH moieties yields the neutral dicarbaboranes C 2 B 10 H 12 in a variety of three isomers differing in the relative positions of the hypercarbon atoms. The 1,2-isomer (the so-called ocarbaborane with C 2v symmetry; see Figure 1 for the molecular structure) is the least stable isomer and the one with the largest dipole moment. 6 Consequently, terminal hydrogens bonded to the atoms B(9) and B(12) [antipodally coupled with C(1,2)] 7 are quite hydridic and can be easily replaced by, for example, halogens atoms or SH groups.
8 Figure 1 . The geometric structure of closo-1,2-C 2 B 10 H 12 (1) with heavy-atom numbering.
The molecule closo-1,2-C 2 B 10 H 12 (1) is quite spherical and, therefore, due to orientation disorder in the crystal, there is no solid-state structure available in the Cambridge Structural
Database. However, this material is relatively easy to evaporate, which is essential for applying both gas electron diffraction (GED) and microwave spectroscopy (MW) -two key structural methods for gas-phase studies. Indeed, both gas-phase structures are known and agree well with one another. 9 In order to determine the structure of the carbaborane core accurately, the GED analysis 9b required the application of many flexible restraints to parameters using the SARACEN method. 10 It is known that the accuracy increases even further if the terminal hydrogen atoms are replaced by heavier elements since their electron scattering ability is larger than that of hydrogen.
It has been demonstrated quite recently that the presence of two SH groups bonded to B(9) and B(12) is quite helpful for accurate structural determination of the carbaborane core by GED. 11 In order to gain a deeper insight into the structure of the 9,12-substituted carbaborane moiety, we have undertaken the determination of the GED structure of 9,12-I 2 -closo-1,2- Computational Details. Geometry optimizations and second derivative analyses of 2 were performed assuming C 2v point-group symmetry using the Gaussian09 suite of programs. 13 The structure was optimized at the frozen-core MP2 [MP2(fc)] level, using two different basis sets. Initially, the 6-31G* basis set 14 was used for H, B, and C, while the quasirelativistic energy-consistent pseudopotential (ECP) 15 with DZP basis set was used for I. Later optimizations used the SDB-cc-pVTZ basis set, i.e. with Stuttgart-Dresden-Bonn relativistic effective core potentials. Both optimizations of 2 were found to represent minima on the respective potential hypersurfaces.
Amplitudes of Vibration and Distance Corrections. In order to obtain vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections additional structure optimizations were performed at B3LYP/SDBcc-pVTZ and PBE0/def2-SV(P) computational levels followed by Hessian and cubic forcefield computations. Again, no imaginary frequencies were found in these harmonic vibrations analyses.
Vibrational amplitudes and (r e -r a ) distance corrections were computed using the programs SHRINK 16 and ELDIFF 17 with the B3LYP/SDB-cc-pVTZ and PBE0/def2-SV(P) force fields.
Values obtained from PBE0/def2-SV(P) calculations were used for comparison with values were skipped during the parameters calculation to account for the equilibration phase. The calculation of the MD trajectory was started from equilibrium geometry. Vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections were obtained from MD trajectories using our own
program Qassandra which was previously tested to give same results as the MDVibCor program. 21, 22 The main reason of using the new program was its ability to account for quantum effects and thus allowing calculations of vibrational amplitudes and corrections with higher accuracy.
NMR Calculations. Calculations of shielding tensors with gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO) were performed at the MP2 level using IGLO-II all-electron basis sets 23 for H, B, and C, and the same ECP and DZP basis sets for I as were used for the earlier optimizations.
Additional NMR calculations were performed using the same geometries as in the quasi- Table S1 in Supporting Information. The electron diffraction patterns were measured on Fuji BAS IP MP 2025 imaging plates, which were scanned using a calibrated
Fuji BAS 1800II scanner. The intensity curves (Tables S2 and S3 , Figures S1-S5 in SI) were obtained by applying the method described in detail elsewhere. 30 Electron wavelengths were refined 31 using diffraction patterns of CCl 4 , recorded along with the substances under investigation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amplitudes of Vibrations and Distance Corrections. Amplitudes of vibration and distance
corrections have been calculated using SHRINK 16 and ELDIFF 17 programs, both of which use similar theoretical and numerical bases and require harmonic or cubic force fields for an equilibrium geometry to be calculated. The equilibrium geometry and force fields were calculated using the PBE0/def2-SV(P) quantum-chemical method. An alternative MD method has also been used for obtaining amplitudes of vibration and distance corrections. This method is described in more detail in Supporting Information with comparisons of results in Least-squares structure refinements were carried out using the UNEX program. 33 Two averaged intensity curves from long and short nozzle-to-detector distances were used for the analysis (see Tables S2 and S3) . Averaging was carried out using three independent experimental curves for each nozzle-to-plate distance. The background was eliminated in a multiplicative model using cubic splines. The molecule was assumed to have C 2v symmetry in all models. Amplitudes were optimized in three groups using scaling multipliers which kept the ratios of the values in one group the same as obtained from the theoretical model.
Z-matrix Model. To refine the structure of 2 its molecular geometry was initially defined using a Z-matrix, whose parameters are listed in Table S5 of the SI. This model (2a) was constructed using the MP2/SDB-cc-pVTZ equilibrium geometry and B3LYP/SDB-cc-pVTZ force fields processed with the SHRINK program to obtain vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections (for the calculated data, see Tables S6 and S7 in SI). In general, the main disadvantage of this model was related to the fact that the geometry definition in terms of the Z-matrix made it impossible to apply constraints to geometrically dependent parameters. As a consequence, some of the refined B-B bond lengths were significantly longer than expected.
The average bond length for dependent B-B bonds (those that were not refining) was 0.06 Å longer than for the independent (refining) ones, a trend that was not observed in our quantumchemical calculations. Results for model 2a are given in Table 1 and in Table S8 in SI. f Total structural R factor. g R factor obtained only by scaling intensity curves to corresponding geometry with vibrational amplitudes and distances correction from B3LYP/SDB-cc-pVTZ force-field calculations.
Cartesian-Coordinate Models. Due to the problems encountered with the Z-matrix model (2a), we arrived at a decision to construct a new model (2b) with its geometry based on Cartesian coordinates (see Table S9 in SI). These coordinates were refined as parameters of the model with their theoretical values at the MP2/SDB-cc-pVTZ level used additionally for regularization (Table S6 in SI). The latter was needed in order to ensure a stable least-squares refinement and obtain physically meaningful results in the structural analysis. In this case the functional for minimization Q was defined as:
where the regularization parameter determines the relative amount of theoretical information used as flexible restraint in the least-squares procedure. The vibrational amplitudes and corrections were the same as in the model 2a.
To investigate the dependence of the results on the regularization parameter several optimizations were performed with different values of varying from 0.001 to 10000. To determine the final value of , three heuristic criteria were tested. The first one was the Lcurve criterion. 34 This method did not give reliable results because of the instability of the functional in the vicinity of the desired point. Therefore, no clear bending of the curve could be seen (see Figure S6 in SI). The second one was the Maximum Product Criterion (MPC). 35 Although this criterion was developed for the other type of inverse problem, we applied it in our research obtaining value = 40. Finally, the last one was a criterion in which the ratio of the optimized GED part of the total functional to the regularization part should be equal to the regularization parameter . It can be thought as a simplified variant of a heuristic criterion suggested earlier. 36 This criterion gave a value of = 8, which was chosen as the final value (see Table 1 and Table S10 in SI), since it gave the most reasonable results and was closer to the area were the L-curve was expected to change its direction. In order to check the applicability of vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections obtained from MD simulations three additional models were constructed. All of them used the last criterion for the regularization parameter choice. For comparison model (2c) was constructed based on PBE0/def2-SV(P) force fields processed with the SHRINK program. The regularization parameter for this model was found to be 7. The refined in this model molecular structure (see Table S11 in SI) was very similar to that in model 2b. Another model (2d) employed the PBE0/def2-SV(P) approximation for MD simulations, with the results processed using the inhouse program Qassandra applying the previously published method 21, 22 (see Table S12 in
Finally, a model (2e) was created using vibrational amplitudes and corrections calculated on the basis of PBE0/def2-SV(P) MD simulations corrected to account for quantum effects (see Table S13 in SI). The corresponding theoretical and computational details are given in SI. The results obtained for models 2a, 2b and 2e are listed in Table 1 , where the refined parameters are seen to generally agree within the experimental errors. This indicates that it is possible to use vibrational parameters calculated on the basis of MD simulations with quantum corrections. For the refinement based on model 2e the B-I bonds were slightly shorter, which was directly related to variations in the (r e -r a ) distance corrections calculated using force fields (Table S14 in SI) and MD simulations (Tables S15 and S16 in SI). In summary, model 2b was considered to be the optimal and was therefore accepted to be the final one. Inspection of the final radial distribution curve (RDC; see Figure 3 ) reveals that the carbaborane core is precisely determined since there are quite discernible peaks associated with B···I, C···I and I···I terms. The corresponding RDCs for models 2a, c, d and e are shown in Figures S7-S10 , while the molecular scattering curves for models 2a-e are given in Figures S11-S15.
Correlation matrices for refinements of each of models 2a-e are shown in Tables S17-S21. The geometry of the carbaborane core in 2 is similar to that in 1 9 and in its 9,12-(SH) 2 analogue. 11 There is also generally good agreement between the GED and XRD 12c structures (see Table 1 ), but such a comparison must be taken with caution because of the entirely different physical meaning of interatomic separations determined by these two diffraction methods. The structural findings for 2 support a general observation that exo substituents bonded to cluster atoms interact with them only marginally causing very little structural change.
NMR Results. ZORA computations were performed for the structures yielded by each of refinement models 2a-e. The result that best matched the experimental NMR chemical shifts was for 2b, further demonstrating that model 2b is the most reliable one.
Inspection of Table 4 reveals that there is relatively good agreement between the GIAO-MP2/II-computed and experimental 11 B chemical shifts for 2 apart from those boron atoms that are bonded to iodine substituents. Calculations using all three geometries (two calculated ones and the GED geometry) perform almost equally in terms of this agreement. Since inclusion of scalar relativistic effects by pseudopotentials in the GIAO calculations (i.e.
without spin-orbit effects) does not solve the problem, these discrepancies indicate the need for an appropriate level of theory that takes into account the effect of relativistic spin-orbit (SO) coupling 37 on the chemical shifts. Such effects are known to overcompensate for the trends caused by decreasing electronegativity for the heavier halogen substituents. 38 Indeed, employing the two-component relativistic zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA) method within the ADF code, in order to account for the SO corrections to the 11 B shifts in the B(9) and B(12) positions for 2, improves the fit between theory and experiment for these atoms considerably (SO contributions amounts to ca. 21 ppm for all three geometries considered), as Table 2 also shows. GIAO results for B(3,6) and B(4,5,7,11) are superior to those provided by ZORA computations. The influence of SO coupling on the chemical shifts can also be visualized by the relativistic contribution to the magnetically induced current density (vide infra). (4, 5, 7, 11) in 2 (GED-2b geometry) the SO contribution amounts to just 0.05 ppm.
B(3,6) even have negative SO contributions. As for the resonances of B(9) and B(12) in 2, these nuclei exhibit shifts to lower frequencies with respect to 1, -2.4 ppm, respectively. nA T -1 . This can be compared to the case of benzene which displays a total net current of 11 nA T -1 (but only when oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field B). When magnetic field used to study 2 is set to be perpendicular to a plane containing the carbon and iodine atoms a total current of 15 nA T -1 is calculated (see Figure 4) 41 Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) contributes via induced spin-density to the current density field. 42 In Figure 5 the SOC contribution to the magnetically-induced current densities in the plane of the carbon and iodine atoms (magnetic field set perpendicular to this plane) is shown. It can be seen that small diatropic (clockwise) current contributions around the atoms B(9) and B(12) are induced via SOC, which yields an additional shielding at full-relativistic level of theory of about 22.1 ppm (see Table 2 ). Darker streamlines correspond to stronger currents. The total integrated current susceptibility through a numerically infinite half plane (light blue) amounts to 15 nA T -1 . Figure 5 . Streamline plot of SOC contribution to the magnetically-induced current density in the plane containing the carbon and iodine atoms for 2. The magnetic field is set perpendicular to the plot plane. Darker streamlines correspond to stronger currents. The color coding for the elements is the same as in Figure 4 .
Further development of the structural chemistry of halogeno derivatives of various heteroboranes, both in the gas-phase and in the crystalline state, is in progress. The study of gas-phase structures can allow the reliability of applied computational protocols to be assessed because of the accurate experimental geometries yielded for heteroboranes with heavier halogens. The complementary study of crystalline structures contributes, as shown recently, 43 to beginning to explain the nature of noncovalent interactions dictating crystal packing forces in crystals.
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